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MacRepertory and 
ReferenceWorks

Visionary homeopathic software for PCs and Macs since 1986



Kent Homeopathic Associates is an innovative and 
personable company consisting of homeopaths wholly 
dedicated to the highest standards of homeopathy. 

For 25 years our programs have been at the leading edge of 
homeopathic theory, practice and technology.  

KHA’s programs were the first to include:
 • Rubric selection • Mouse support
 • Remedy graphs • A color interface
 • Customizable analyses • Family analysis
 • Miasms • Videos
 • Rubric grouping into themes • PC and Mac versions
 • Mind-mapping analysis techniques
 • Analysis directly from the materia medica
 • Ability to discover rubrics central to any family
 • Homeopathy on the internet, and
 • Multiple repertories, philosophy, and new provings
 • We were supporting families of remedies a full decade before 
other programs saw any utility in them.

The visionaries, designers, managers, trainers and sales staff at KHA 
are committed to creating outstanding, beautiful programs which 
help you to prescribe at your best while supporting and improving 
homeopathy throughout the world. We are passionate about what we 
do — and so is our community; most of our sales come through word-
of-mouth endorsements from an enthusiastic community of customers 
and the vast majority of teachers who use and love our programs.

Our programs are elegant, powerful and easy-to-use; we believe they 
are easily the best in the world. But don’t take our word for it; we 
invite you to ask any of the world’s greatest homeopaths - many of 
whom feel so passionately that they also serve on our design team.

Our Tools
Our repertorization tool, MacRepertory, makes it 
easy to quickly locate and select rubrics, analyze a case, 
check the materia medica and feel confident about your 
prescription.

ReferenceWorks is a rich, revolutionary analysis 
system based on a huge library of more than a thousand 
volumes of materia medica: from old, rare journals to 
the latest provings and everything in between.

Beautiful Elegance
Designed by classical homeopaths and graphic artists, our programs 
think and work the way you do. They feel familiar and simple, while 
remaining powerful, deep and flexible. 

Expressive Graphics
The programs’ scores of colorful graphs and thousands of pictures 
help you to easily understand what you discover. There are pictures of 
remedies. There are straight-forward analysis graphs. There are images 
that simplify the miasms from half a dozen viewpoints and many 
graphs that clarify the mineral, bacteria, plant and animal kingdoms.

Taking-in the View 
Our programs are designed to help you see the big picture while 
staying true to the uniqueness of each patient. For example, combining 
the approaches of Kent and Boenninghausen, you can collect the 
remedies with general themes and then zero-in on the specifics. You 
can prescribe a more exact match by instantly seeing the rare remedies 
similar to a polycrest. With a click you can see to which families a 
remedy belongs. You can analyze the central problems using only the 
books that focus on themes such as Morrison, Boericke, Boger, etc. 

More information. More control. More freedom. More beauty.
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Our repertorization tool, MacRepertory, makes it easy to quickly select 
and analyze rubrics, get ideas for remedies, check the materia medica, do 
research and feel confident about your prescriptions. 

Making Friends
MacRepertory couldn’t be more enjoyable to use - designed by 
homeopaths, it works and thinks just like you do. You have a repertory 
on the screen that looks like the book on your desk, only it’s much more 
flexible and powerful. 

Finding Obscure Symptoms
With more than 35 repertories, 
310,000 cross-references and 
a wealth of synonyms, finding 
the exact symptoms you want is 
easy.  Click on a cross-reference 
to leap to the exact rubric. Type 
a word and instantly see every 
rubric associated with it. Select a 
remedy or family to see only the 
rubrics associated with it. Find a 
symptom anywhere by searching all of the repertories in one go. 

Collecting Rubrics
With a click, collect each rubric for your analysis.  You can create 
collections of rubrics, each representing ‘the story’ from a different point 
of view, but that’s just the start.  We’ve included a version of mind-
mapping, long advocated by Louis Klein, that 
groups rubrics into themes.  By creating 
themes in this way you have a clear, 
visual representation of what 
is most central to the case.  
This approach – unique to 
MacRepertory – focuses 
your thinking and leads to 
more consistent results.

Getting Results
With over a 100 beautiful 
graphs, MacRepertory 
excels at presenting the best 
remedies for your case. Our 
Theme Analysis is tuned 
to emphasize the generals 
- collecting a pool of likely 
remedies - and then use 
the peculiars to zero-in on 
the precise one. You have complete control over the analysis; emphasize 
small remedies, nosodes, polychrests, plants, sycotic remedies, the 
ADHD remedies, and much more. 

Crossing Rubrics
Often preferred by 
veterinarians and pediatricians, 
crossing rubrics to find the 
remedies that cover the whole 
case is one of the simplest, yet 
most powerful, case analysis techniques.  Just drop rubrics in our 
‘Elimination Tool’ to see the remedies that run through the whole case.

Researching
MacRepertory turns the repertories into valuable tools for research.  
With a couple of clicks you can discover all the fears of Stramonium, the 
difference between Kali phosphoricum and Phosphorus, the similarities 
between Calcarea carbonica and Asterias rubens, or the unique delusions 
of the fungi.  You can create profiles of words throughout the repertory 
– every rubric related to ‘enlarged’, for example, and the main remedies 
associated with it. But that is really just the start. Our family tools show 
you the rubrics common to any group of remedies. Ask Rajan Sankaran; 
our tools helped him to unearth the common characteristics of many of 
the families he describes.

Comparing Concepts
When it is time to decide on a remedy, the Concept Graph makes it 
easier to differentiate between remedies, groups and families. You can 
compare at a glance the main 
expressions (repertory section, 
organ, sensation, modalities, etc.) 
of remedies – i.e. the throat for Lac 
caninum and the bladder and teeth 
for Staphysagria – making it clearer 
which remedies best fit the case.

Materia Medica
Once you have narrowed your selection down to a few remedies you 
want to verify them in the materia medica. MacRepertory places more 
than seventy of the greatest focussed materia medica right at your 
fingertips; from Boericke, Boger and Phatak to Morrison, Scholten and 
Vermeulen - if you need it, it’s here.
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Our Professional versions of MacRepertory and ReferenceWorks 
include hundreds of gorgeous graphs to bring thousands of families 
alive. The graphs help you conceptualize the family relationships, learn 
homeopathic indications for the families, limit the results to just the 
family’s members and, in the end, to prescribe more accurately.

A World Full of Relationships
All of the sciences have faced the difficulty of discriminating between 
large numbers of objects; they eventually solved it by grouping similar 
items into categories (think of botany, zoology, psychology). Putting 
remedies into functional groups is not new; Hahnemann led the way 
by separating the 84 remedies he knew into three miasms. Depending 
on their degree of similarity, families can help rule out remedies that 
are only superficially good choices or point you towards an obscure, but 
more exact, cousin of a not-quite-working polychrest. Faced today with 
7,000 remedies, the use of some sort of categories is very helpful, perhaps 
even necessary. 

Luckily, brilliant homeopaths have devised new solutions. Our programs 
make use of thousands of homeopathic ‘families’ to help you to find the 
simillimum more easily. 

Extending Families
With the help of Jan Scholten, Rajan Sankaran, Massimo Mangialavori, 
Andreas Bjørndal, Vega Rozenberg, Roger Morrison, Jan Scholten, Jorg 
Wichman and others, we have organized all of the remedies into 3,300 
color-coded botanical, chemical, biological, miasmatic and functional 
families and integrated them deeply into the professional versions of 
MacRepertory and ReferenceWorks. Every remedy in our materia 
medica has been placed into its natural category. 

And we have gone beyond natural taxonomy with Bjørndal and Rajan’s 
Miasms, Five Elements, Plant Chemicals, Vega’s Boxes, Murphy’s 
Planets, Boyd’s Types, Morrison’s Organics, Massimo’s Groups, radionic 
frequency – to mention only a few. And if that isn’t enough for you, it is 
simple to make groupings of your own. 

Promoting Strong Family Values
The programs are designed so that anywhere you would normally see 
individual remedies, you can also display the family groups. 

You can focus each window on a particular family. For example, you 
can limit the materia medica books in ReferenceWorks to only display 
their insect remedies, limit a search to syphilitic remedies that have a 
fear of death or discover the rubrics in MacRepertory that have a high 
proportion of mushrooms.
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Mapping the World
We have created nearly 200 beautiful graphs to illuminate a wide range 
of miasm, mineral, bacteria, fungi, bacterial, plant and animal families. 

The graphs have four uses: first they visually show you the family 
relationships; for example, you can see how close the Opium and 
Pulsatilla families are. Second, they show how well each family covers 
the current case. Third, they present general information about the 
families; i.e. at a glance you see that the organic compounds have themes 
of confusion, isolation, fire, poverty, etc. And finally, clicking on a family 
limits the remedy analysis to just its members. 

As an example, when you click on the compositae (sunflowers) in Rajan’s 
plant graph, a remedy graph appears limited to only the sunflower 
remedies in this case. Dragging a second family to the graph crosses the 
two groups: e.g. sunflowers that are syphilitic.

With this rich overview to the remedies, your prescribing will become 
considerably more confident, exact and successful – especially for lesser 
known remedies. 
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ReferenceWorks starts with a vast digital library 
– from old, rare books and journal articles to the 
newest provings, cured cases and theories – created 
by our community’s greatest homeopaths, past and 
present.  And adds to it a ground-breaking search 
engine that enables you to quickly locate the best 
possible expression of your patients’ symptoms.  
Finally, our powerful analysis tools help you to 
“repertorize” your findings and explore matching 
remedies with our wonderful graphs.

Finding What You Want
Type in a word and instantly find it no matter 
where it may exist – in a journal, materia medica, 
new proving or in your own case and seminar 
notes.   With nearly a thousand materia medica and 
repertories, if it’s been recorded, ReferenceWorks 
will find it! And not only single words can be 
searched for; any combination of words, whether in 
the same sentence, paragraph or section, can also be 
found.  Just type the word and hit the space-bar, and 
ReferenceWorks will find the exact expression that 
you are looking for. 

Uncertain which words to use? We’ve 
incorporated a lexical reference system 
from Princeton University that gives you 
synonyms, related words, definitions (both 
current and from 1900), even words that 
sound similar, and translations into half a 
dozen languages. 

Discovering
The results of your search will appear listed 
with each occurrence alongside the remedy 
in which the reference is found.  Simply 
click on the reference to jump to the full text in the materia medica. 

Browsing 
You can browse through the 
books just as if they were on 
your bookshelf, only more 
quickly and effortlessly. 

Move in and out of the list 
of books with a click, or leap 
directly from book to book 
following a single remedy.  
For example, see only those 
books that contain Calcarea 
lactica.  Hering would be so thrilled!  

Analyzing with the Masters
Now we come to what has made ReferenceWorks a revolution for 
homeopathy. As you search for symptoms you create “rubrics” that 
can then be analyzed just as though they came from a repertory! These 
rubrics are more complete than those found in any repertory because 
they come from a thousand books.  E.g. you will find 75 remedies in 
ReferenceWorks for “fear of dogs” while Kent’s Repertory only shows 
six. Using this “rubric” from ReferenceWorks you would be ten times 
more likely to find the right remedy!

Once you have collected your rubrics, a click creates bar, scatter, 
waffle, city, family and a hundred other graphs displaying the best 
remedies for your case.  The remedies are scored based on the 
importance each author gave them, how many authors suggested the 
remedy for the symptom and the rareness of the remedy. You can 
even fine-tune the results by selectively emphasizing the books you 
value the most. MacRepertory and ReferenceWorks share all of the 
same graphic abilities. (See Families description)

Focussing on What Matters
ReferenceWorks makes it easy to focus on just the remedies that make 
sense. Search only in provings, cured cases or books of keynotes, limit 
a graph to animals or bacteria, or only show the books that discuss 
legumes or Melilotus. Choose from dozens of pre-built limits or create 
your own and save them for everyday use.

Getting Out in the World
Want more? We have included 2000 remedy substance files with 
pictures, movies, natural history and proving information. But you are 
not limited to what we have collected; ReferenceWorks can search the 
internet directly for natural history, herbalism, side-effects, definitions 
and pictures. 

And on top of all that, you can add your own or others’ seminar notes 
and cured cases. They are integrated into the programs and available 
to search alongside the masters.
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LibRaRies

MacRepertory
With more than 35 repertories MacRepertory covers every aspect of 
homeopathy: from the general classic repertories of Boenninghausen, 
Allen and Kent to the focused classics of Knerr, Jahr and Boericke. 
From the essential repertories of Boericke, Boger and Mangialavori to 
the thematic repertory of Mirilli and the drug side-effects from Marsh. 

Of course we have the world’s most 
comprehensive repertory, Zandvoort’s 
Complete, in its different forms.

Eizayaga’s Repertory lists the rubrics 
found in a wide variety of diseases, our 
Family Repertory makes rubrics of 3,000 families and the remedies 
found in them, and the Relationships Repertory creates rubrics of 
remedies that complement, follow well, etc.

There’s the latest cutting edge thematic repertory from Scholten, 
Murphy’s modern easy-to-understand version, specific repertories for 
thyroid problems, AIDS, diabetes and sexual dysfunction and even 
Bach and dream proving repertories.

When you want to find a rubric you can feel confident it will be in the 
library. And if you don’t know where to find it you can search in all of 
the repertories at one time.

At the point that you’re ready to confirm your prescription you want a 
small concise, focused materia medica at your fingertips. MacRepertory 
includes seventy of the best ever written: from the classics of Boericke, 
Boger, Choudhuri, Clarke, Dunham, Farrington, Gibson, Kent, 
Lippe, Phatak and Tyler to the modern masters of Morrison (both the 
Desktop Guide and Companion), Murphy, Scholten and Vermeulen.

ReferenceWorks
ReferenceWorks’ library is a treasure trove of valuable, and often rare, 
information. With extractions from ten repertories, information from 
3,500 provings, scores of rare, out-of-print books, dozens of collections 
of cured cases, and 10,000 articles from more than a hundred journals 
– in all, over 70,000 remedy descriptions – you will be able to find any 
symptom no matter where it may be within over a thousand volumes 
of the world’s greatest books on homeopathy.

There’s everything from the Brazilian jungle remedies of Mure to the 
bowel nosodes of Paterson. From Hamilton’s natural history of plants 
to Leeser’s original work on minerals. From the childhood remedies 
of Frishmuth, Borland and Burnett to the end-of-life prescribing of 
Grimmer and Dunham. 

From the original provings of Belladonna, Bellis perennis and Lac 
caninum by Hahnemann, Stephenson and Swan to exciting new 
provings of Mosquito, Red-Tailed Hawk and Alligator by Sunil Anand, 
Jonathan Shore and Todd Rowe.

From Massimo Mangialavori’s 9,000 remedy additions from his cured 
cases to 8,000 additions from classical sources collected by Andre 
Saine. 

From the monumental repertories of Boenninghausen, Kent and 
Knerr to the succinct remedy descriptions of Boericke, Boger and 
Morrison.

From the wisest of the old authors (Allen, Boenninghausen, Boericke, 
Boger, Borland, Clarke, Dunham, Farrington, Hahnemann, Hering, 
Jahr, Knerr, Lippe, Nash, Phatak, Swan, Tyler, etc.) to the most 
brilliant of the new (Klein, Mangialavori, Morrison, Moskowitz, 
Sankaran, Schadde, Scholten, Shah, Shore, Ullman, Vermeulen, 
Whitmont, Zandvoort, etc.). 
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ReferenceWorks
C L A S S I C  &  P R O F E S S I O N A L  F E A T U R E  D I F F E R E N C E S

 Feature Classic Pro
 On-screen Help for Every Window • •
 Specify Relations between Searched Words • •
 Utilize a Wide Range of Synonyms • •
 Create Comprehensive Rubrics • •
 Export Your Search Results to MacRepertory as Rubrics • •
 Limit Searches to Specific Remedies, Books or Sections • •
 Bookmark Passages in the Library • •
 Display Definitions • •
 Drag-and-Drop Info from Window to Window • •
 Roll-Over Information in Every Window • •
 Create Custom Limits in Every Window • •
 Auto-updating via Internet • •
 Six Rubrics’ Clipboards • •
 Search the Internet for pictures, natural history, etc. • •
 Create New Analysis Strategies – •
 Design Your Own Graphs – •
 Analyze by Family Groups – •
 Explore 100+ Family Graphs – •
 Define Your Own Family Groups – •
 Set Importance of Specific Authors – •
 Numbered, City, Scatter, Multiple Remedy Graphs – •
 Add your own Notes/Books to the Library – •

MacRepertory
C L A S S I C  &  P R O F E S S I O N A L  F E A T U R E  D I F F E R E N C E S

 Feature Classic Pro
 On-screen Help for Every Window • •
 Find Remedies or Words Instantly • •
 Analyze Using a Variety of Strategies • •
 Klein’s Theme Palette and Analysis  • •
 Auto-updating via Internet • •
 Optional Libraries and Books • •
 Import Super-Rubrics from ReferenceWorks • •
 Combine Remedy and Word Searches – •
 Search and Graph Concepts – •
 Create New Analysis Strategies – •
 Design Your Own Graphs – •
 Analyze by Family Groups – •
 Explore 100+ Family Graphs – •
 Define Your Own Family Groups – •
 Make Changes to the Repertory  – •
 Reduce Additions from Specific Authors – •
 Interact Fully with ReferenceWorks – •
 Customize Backgrounds, Repertory Icons & Design – •

Whether you are a seasoned practitioner or just beginning your 
studies, we’ve got a set of programs that are just right for you. All of 
our programs have the same easy-to-learn-and-use interface, gorgeous 
graphics and state-of-the-art libraries. All versions run seamlessly on both 
Windows and Macintosh.

Our Classic versions offer all of the core features of our programs: 
lightening fast searches, powerful analyses, access to our full libraries of 
books and a beautiful interface. They are designed for those who want 
powerful software but don’t need the information about families of 
remedies.

The Professional versions include our full range of tools to help you 
become skillful using families (graphs, limits, analysis and information). 
If you have any interest in improving your analysis with family groupings 
or miasms we strongly encourage you to use the Professional programs.

They also enable you to customize all of the strategies, graphs, limits, 
groupings, backgrounds and interface, etc. 
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